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Associate Dentist

Apply Now

Company: ZEST Dental Recruitment

Location: West Pinchbeck

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Independent Dental Practice

Up to 5 days per week available

North Lincolnshire, close to Scunthorpe and Doncaster

Rural village location with an affluent demographic

£15 per UDA

2-3000 UDA

Superb private earning potential

Good scope to use additional skills - principal has other practices in the area, that each refer

to eachother for specialist treatment

Stable list to inherit from a retiring dentist

Good range of equipement and materials available - complete freedom to use materials of your

choice

50% on private and labs

Good supportive team in situ, happy to offer second opinions and guidance for more recently

qualified associates
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Established dental practice

Permanent position

Apply Now

Associate Dentist Jobs in Rural North Lincolnshire. INDEPENDENT. Affluent town 30 mins

from Doncaster, Goole and Gainsborough - £15 per UDA, 2-3000 for FT, exceptional private

scope. ZEST Dental Recruitment working in partnership with an established dental practice

is seeking to recruit an Associate Dentist.

Independent Dental Practice

Up to 5 days per week available

Rural village location with an affluent demographic

£15 per UDA

2-3000 UDA

Superb private earning potential

Good scope to use additional skills - principal has other practices in the area, that each refer

to eachother for specialist treatment

Stable list to inherit from a retiring dentist

Good range of equipement and materials available - complete freedom to use materials of your

choice

50% on private and labs

Good supportive team in situ, happy to offer second opinions and guidance for more recently

qualified associates

Established dental practice

Permanent position

Reference: JG4229

This is a well-established practice with an excellent reputation, situated in an affluent village



between Doncaster and Scunthorpe. The practice is situated just off the M180, with

parking on site; meaning this position is accessible for dentists around South Yorkshire,

Wakefield, Selby, Goole, and North East Lincolnshire. The new associate will be inheriting

patients from a longstanding dentist due to retire, meaning you will have a stable list of

patients from day one, patients are not high needs, and with a high incidence of affluent

attendees, private potential is very high. UDA delivery in the region of 2-3000 UDA per

annum, working on a full-time basis is ideal, allowing for a good balance between NHS and

private delivery - this number is flexible hower and open for discussion.

The role would be well suited to a dentist at any stage in their career - for dentists with

more specialised skills, the practice can offer significant support to ensure you can utilise

these skills, the principal has other practices fairly locally, and associates regularly refer to

eachother across these sites. Equally, for a dentist younger in their career, this would offer an

exceptional opportunity for development, the other associates in the practice have a lot of

experience, and are happy to extend support to their new colleague - the role would suit a

young dentist interested gaining more experience in private dentistry alongside managing a

stable NHS list.

Successful candidates will be GDC registered dentists, have an active dentist performer

number and have experience of providing NHS dental treatment in the UK.
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